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NOTICE FOR ALLOCATION TO NON-REGULATED SECTOR FSA CONSUMERS (RAIL 
MODE) FOR APRIL 2023 

All Non-Power consumers having valid FSA with CCL and drawing coal under rail mode are hereby 

notified to submit online rail programme through FOIS for the month of APRIL 2023 schedule and to 

arrange submission of following required documents as listed below at M&S Dept. CCL Ranchi by 

10-04-2023. 

1. Covering Letter specifying details of FSA and payment of coal value duly signed by 
authorized signatory. 
Notarised Power of Attorney (if applicable) 

3. Authorisation document from consumer for supervision of loading. (if not submited earlier) 

4. For taking allotments as per CIL guidelines for desirous consumers in cases where pending 

value paid arrear allotment(s) is/are more than one month MSQ, notarized affidavit along 

with undertaking needs to be submitted by consumer for maintaining the advance payment 

equivalent to one month MSQ at any given point of time (over & above the financial 

cOverage) and that the payment for the unpaid arrear allotted rake would be deposited before 

actual loading. The said affidavit should also give right to CCL for cancellation of 

allotments. if advance payment for one month MSQ is not maintained and /or if payment 

for the unpaid arrear allotted rake is not deposited before actual loading at any point of time. 

(Format attached as Annex 2) 

Concerned consumers are also requested to deposit coal value to maintain the advance payment 

equivalent to one month MSQ at any given point of time (over & above the financial coverage) latest 

by 10.04.2023 and to provide the details thereof at M&S Dept, CCL Ranchi. Alternatively, consumers 

may also opt for IRLC (Usance) mechanism of payment of coal value 

23/3/23 
Ch.Mgr (M&S-Rail Oprn) 

CCL Ranchi 

Copy to: 

1. GM (M&S), CCL Ranchi 23es 
2. Ch. Manager (Fin/M&S), CCL Ranchi 

3. Dy.Mgr (RS/M&S), CCL Ranchi: for uploading of notice on CCL Website 
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